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provide peace educators with tools to build a culture of peace in which war and the violent resolution of conflict become unthinkable. Our hope is that schools will examine
the causes and effects of war and violence and foster the growth of a peaceful society
based on freedom, justice and understanding among people.

Cover of the Winchester Whisperer a secret prison newspaper produced by COs in WW1

The year saw commemorations of the ending of the First World War (WW1) with increasing interest in remembrance and conscientious objection but it will be another
year before we can celebrate the centenary of the release of those absolutist pacifists
who were imprisoned for their refusal to take up arms in WW1.
Many people around the country have been inspired to investigate local peace activities in WW1 becoming aware of the cost many paid to challenge the state’s monopoly
of violence in the process and realising that the struggle for a less brutal world is a
continuing task in which we should encourage greater participation.
The Trustees are increasingly aware of the growing militarisation of our society, in
particular in relation to young people: the encouraging of the expansion of school
cadet forces and the greater emphasis on Armed Forces Day with its displays of military
equipment which children are invited to view as if toys with no indications of its true
purpose and the horrors of war. The Peace Research and Education Trust (PRET) aims to

The WW1 Project and the Conscientious Objection Resource Centre
The WW1 Project, a very wide ranging project, continues work on its primary purpose of giving meaningful substance to as many of the 20,000 Conscientious Objectors (COs) as possible through biographical information. Biographies based on the
relatively easily available information have now been written. That leaves the majority
of COs about whom very little is known. Many of these participated in the Non Combatant Corps (NCC). Fortunately a number of religious groups with members in the
NCC have drawn attention to their COs and so new information has come to light
which is very helpful but there is much more research still to be done. The information
gathered is largely disseminated through the impressive website The Men Who Said No
which requires regular maintenance and occasional substantial modification. Many
people who contact the website ask to be kept in touch and so an occasional newsletter is being considered.
Increasing the outreach increases the number of enquiries which can also yield more
material for the CO Resource Centre but this is very time consuming for the Co-ordinator and the Archivist. As well as enquiries from this country the Centre is known internationally.
Publications
The booklet ‘Remembering War Resisters, International Conscientious Objectors’ Day,
Resisting Militarism’ discussed in the last Annual Report was published in time for International CO Day on May 15th 2018.
The PRET Annual Reports for the years 2015-16 and 2016-17 have been printed and
circulated.
Peace Education Network
The former Education for Peace project officer, Peter Glasgow, continues, on a voluntary basis, to contribute to the activities of the Peace Education Network having found
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Leicester. One of a number of CO memorials erected in recent years.
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it a very worthwhile forum for the sharing of ideas. The Network, which consists
largely of full-time education officers of the various national peace groups, meets three
times a year for a business session and a practical workshop. The skill-share workshops
consider a wide range of topics: teaching controversial issues; engaging young people
in a searching educational approach to Remembrance; and peace and justice through
story.
Finance and grants
PRET has received a donation of £140.25 in memory of James Tiplady who was a
member for many years and a regular monthly donor, an anonymous donation of
£500 and many other donations. The Trustees are very grateful to all donors especially
those committed donors who give regularly.
Last year The Trust received a legacy of £4,000 from the estate of Irene Chamberlain
and a further sum of £4,557.89 has been received this year. The Trustees are very
grateful for such a generous legacy.
PRET approved grants totalling £23,288 during the year as follows:
1. £3,000 to PPU as its annual contribution to the running costs of the CO Resource Centre.
2. £3,000 to PPU as its annual contribution to the cost of the on-going work on the archives.
As an excess of £1,500 was paid in error last year only £1,500 was paid in this financial year.
3. £16,450 to PPU to cover the salary and the overheads of the WW1 Project Co-ordinator for
the period May 2018 to May 2019.
4. £338 to the PPU Archivist for travel and research expenses, including visits to The Refusing to
Kill exhibition about WW1 COs in the Bristol area in Bristol Cathedral, a weekend Conference
at Dartington Hall and a visit to Dartmoor Prison Museum. WW1 COs were held in Dartmoor
prison and our Archivist was able to contribute further detail on them as well gathering more
archival material for the CO Centre from this and the other visits.

fascinating account of his very active project which will be ending in May 2019. Fortunately, Jan will be continuing his project on a voluntary basis.
Future work
As mentioned above the research work of the WW1 Project Co-ordinator will continue
on a voluntary basis. It is hoped that he will be joined in this research by other volunteers.
The Trustees have agreed in principle to fund a full-time Education Service Co-ordinator for two years. The project will involve developing, maintaining and promoting
the PPU’s teachers’ networks; developing a service provision for teachers and others to
promote peace education, including preparing materials to mark the legacy of the Post
WW1 ‘Peace’ Treaties; and establishing links with University Teacher Education Departments. The terms under which PRET will fund this project will be finalised when the
new staff and staffing structure at PPU have been established.

5. £500 to Sema Basharan as a contribution towards the distribution costs of her film about a
family of Conscientious Objectors in WW2.

Monitoring of projects funded
This has largely been through written reports.
The WW1 Project Co-ordinator, Jan Melichar, provided the Trustees with a detailed and
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The objects of the Trust are:
1. the advancement of education for the public benefit, by the provision of advice and information,
on the causes and effects of war and violence and their peaceful resolution;
2. the conduct of research into the causes and effects of war and violence in society and into the
history of peace-making, and the publication of the results of such research.
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Trustees
Florence Assie has retired after many years as an active Trustee. The Chair has written
to thank her for her long commitment and contribution to PRET. Albert Beale (representative Trustee nominated by the PPU), Lucy Beck, Ed Evans and John Morris continued to serve as Trustees throughout the year. John Morris served as Chair and Lucy
Beck as Treasurer.
Administration
The Trustees wish to record their continuing appreciation for the resources and facilities provided for them by the PPU staff. Annie Bebington handled the administrative
work, including donations, mailings and meetings. Annie was on sick leave for the latter part of the year and for health reasons resigned from PPU work in January 2019
and therefore as Secretary to PRET. She had worked for PRET from its inception with

much dedication. The Chair wrote to Annie to express the great appreciation of the
Trustees for her commitment. Very sadly Annie died in April 2019, a great loss to PPU,
PRET and the wider peace movement. She will be greatly missed.
Jan Melichar updated the website and designed the PRET Annual Reviews for 201516 and 2016-17. For this essential administrative work the Trustees pay PPU, as well as
for the occasional use of an office and meeting room.
New staff will shortly be joining PPU and the staffing structure at PPU will be changing. The Trustees have agreed that the Trust will increase the amount paid to PPU for
administrative and financial work, including now, fundraising on behalf of PRET, to
£2,000 per annum. This arrangement will need to be worked out with PPU and closely
monitored over the first few years.
The annual accounts are subject to an independent examination by the accountancy
firm of Evans & Evans Ltd with whom there is a good working relationship.

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT - year ended 31 March 2019
General Restricted
TOTAL Year ended
Fund
Fund
FUNDS
31.3.18
RECEIPTS
Legacies
4558
0
4558
4000
Donations - general
4360
0
4360
22636
Tax reclaim on donations
0
0
0
0
Bank interest
626
0
626
635
TOTAL RECEIPS
9544
0
9544
27271
PAYMENTS
Direct charitable expenditure
Grants Peace Pledge Union
Others
- PPU Annual
Trustee Expenses
Other expenses

18168
500
4500
160
72
23400
Management & administration of charity
Secretarial Expenses
Independent Examiner’s fee
420
420
TOTAL PAYMENTS
23820

0
0
0
0
0
0

18168
500
4500
160
72
23400

2303
500
7500
74
0
10377

0
0
0
0

0
420
420
23820

900
300
1200
11577

Net Income To Funds
Total Funds Brought Forward
Total Funds Carried Forward

0
0
0

-14276
163441
149165

15694
147747
163441

-14276
163441
149165

The annual accounts are subject to an independent examination by the
accountancy firm of Evans & Evans Ltd with whom there is a good working relationship.
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Research in local archives around the country continues to reveal fascinating information about WW1
conscientious objectors and their supporters.
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Princetown prison seen over a massive wall that COs were force
to build while incarcerated there in World War One.
More about the prison from the PRET supporter Men Who Said No project see
bit.ly/cowall

